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ExCERPT FROM “lOVE’S lEGACy”

“Legacy is much more than 
the amount of money, 
property or material things 
left behind when we’re gone.  
It’s the fabric of who we are.  
Good or bad, 
our life defining moments make up this fabric 
and determine the legacy we leave behind.  
When all is said and done, 
what will the fabric woven 
by all of our life’s moments 
tell the coming generations about us? 
What will our legacy be?”

BOOK REVIEW

AAMBC Book Review
Reviewer’s Name: Danielle Urban
Rated 5 out of 5

Review:
Dr. Obi has beautifully created a tale that brought 
the realities of life and the hardships that we face 
into a world of fiction that we all can enjoy. Highly 
entertaining and inspirational…Love’s Legacy lured 
me in deeply. The characters are so real with issues 
that make this novel 3 dimensional. The emotional 
journey was definitely one exciting thrill ride. I found 
myself completely enjoying and waiting to experience 
again when I read this story once more. The love that 
the main characters Luke and Naeerah have for one 
another is something, as a reader, that amazed me. 
Their love went deep physically and emotionally. Both 
made sacrifices for the other. In today’s world it’s rare 
to find a love like these characters had. Despite all 
obstacles, they held through with true declaration of 
love for another. Life always threatens to take away 
what we have and it’s not any different where Luke 
and Naeerah are concerned. True love may have or 
may not have won in this brilliant piece by Dr. Obi. 
Readers have to read it to find out for themselves. 
I absolutely loved reading Love’s Legacy, the most 
inspiring, heart melting, and intriguing novel I have 
read. Overall, I highly recommend this title to readers 
everywhere.



1. What inspired you to write Love’s Legacy?

2. What does Legacy mean?

 
3. What do the blooming flower and the butterfly symbolize on the book cover?

4. Explain the quote “Dreams become destiny, destiny becomes legacy and legacy becomes the heri-
tage of future generations.”

5. Is this a sequel to Love’s Destiny and will there be more sequels inspired by Love’s Legacy?

dIsCussION QuEsTIONs
“LOVE’s LEGACy”


